Abstract. We show that a representable motivic cohomology theory admits a unique normalized SL c -orientation if the zeroth cohomology presheaf is a Zariski sheaf. We also construct Thom isomorphisms in SL-oriented cohomology for SL c -bundles and obtain new results on the η-torsion characteristic classes, in particular, we prove that the Euler class of an oriented bundle admitting a (possibly non-orientable) odd rank subbundle is annihilated by the Hopf element.
Introduction
The setting of oriented cohomology theories in algebraic geometry [Pan03, Sm07a, LM07] is rather well developed, and currently the arising characteristic classes, pushforward maps and operations between oriented cohomology theories, governed by variants of Riemann-Roch theorem [Pan04, Sm07b] , are understood in many details. Particular examples of oriented cohomology theories, such as Chow groups, motivic cohomology and Quillen K-theory proved to be extremely useful tools for studying various questions of algebro-geometric nature. In the recent years attention was drawn to the quadratic refinements of these classical cohomology theories, namely to Chow-Witt groups, Milnor-Witt motivic cohomology and hermitian K-theory. The latter theories are genuinely non-orientable, the projective bundle formula fails for them. Nevertheless these theories share a certain generalized orientation property that was introduced by I. Panin and Ch. Walter [PW10a, PW10b, PW10c] .
One of the existing approaches to oriented cohomology theories is based on the existence of Thom isomorphisms for vector bundles [Pan03, Sm07a] . Roughly speaking, a cohomology theory A(−) is oriented if for every vector bundle E over X one has a so-called Thom isomorphism A(X) ∼ = A X (E), where A(X) stands for the cohomology of X and A X (E) is the cohomology of E supported on the zero section. Additionally one asks for some natural properties of these Thom isomorphisms -functoriality and compatibility with direct sums of vector bundles. The notion of orientation may be generalized as it is done in [PW10a, PW10b] by postulating the existence of Thom isomorphisms only for vector bundles with a certain additional structure -symplectic bundles (symplectic orientation), vector bundles with trivialized determinant line bundle (SL-orientation), vector bundles with the chosen square root of the determinant line bundle (SL c -orientation). One may also introduce the notion of G-orientation for a general family of group sheaves G = {G n } n∈N following Remark 2.9 and Definition 3.3 of the current paper, but at the moment we are mostly interested in SL c and SL-orientations. It is easy to see that an SL c -oriented cohomology theory is naturally SL-oriented since if the determinant of a vector bundle is trivial then it clearly has a square root. But it is rather surprising that an SL-oriented cohomology theory admits Thom isomorphisms for vector SL c -bundles as well:
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 4.2). Let A ∈ SH(S) be an SL-oriented spectrum and E be a rank n vector SL c -bundle over X ∈ Sm S . Then there exists an isomorphism A * , * (X) ≃ − → A * +2n, * +n X (E).
The reason for this is that for a line bundle L the Thom spaces T h(L) and T h(L ∨ ) are naturally isomorphic which allows one to cancel a twist by the square of a line bundle in SL-oriented cohomology. The above theorem yields that SL c and SL-orientations are closely related and because of that we do not loose much information focusing on SL-orientation.
In order to show that a cohomology theory is SL-oriented one usually has to come up with a construction of Thom classes for vector SL-bundles which in particular cases may be quite tricky. In the current paper we show that one always has a unique SL-orientation (and SL c -orientation) for a commutative ring spectrum A provided that A 0,0 (−) is a sheaf. Namely, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.4).
Let A ∈ SH(S) be a commutative ring spectrum and suppose that A 0,0 (−) is a sheaf in the Zariski topology. Then A admits unique normalized SL c and SL-orientations.
Note that if the base scheme is the spectrum of a field then A 0,0 (−) is a sheaf in particular for the spectra representing sheaf cohomology with the coefficients in a homotopy module, Voevodsky's motivic cohomology and Milnor-Witt motivic cohomology. The proof of the above theorem roughly goes as follows. First we define Thom classes for trivial vector SL c -bundles choosing an arbitrary trivialization and pulling back the appropriate suspension Σ n T 1. Then we show that the class defined in such a way does not depend on the choice of a trivialization because the action of a matrix from SL c n (a matrix with the determinant being a perfect square) on the Thom space of a trivial bundle is locally homotopy equivalent to the trivial action. This allows one to patch the Thom class of a nontrivial vector SL c -bundle from a trivializing cover.
We also improve some results on characteristic classes for SL-oriented cohomology theories obtained in [An15] where it was mostly assumed that the Hopf element η is inverted in the coefficients. Extending the proof of [Lev17, Proposition 7.2] to the general setting of SL-oriented cohomology theories we obtain the following theorem. Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 7.4). Let A ∈ SH(S) be an SL-oriented spectrum and E = (E, λ) be a vector SL-bundle over X ∈ Sm S . Suppose that there exists an isomorphism of vector bundles E ∼ = E 1 ⊕ E 2 with E 1 being of odd rank. Then η ∪ e(E) = 0.
As a corollary we obtain the following properties of the Borel and Pontryagin classes.
Corollary 1.4 (Corollary 7.9). Suppose that S = Spec k for a field k of characteristic different from 2. Let A ∈ SH(k) be an SL-oriented spectrum. Then the following holds after inverting η in the coefficients.
This generalizes [An15, Corollary 3] where the same properties were obtained assuming the determinant of E to be trivial.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the notions of symplectic, SL and SL c -bundles and outline the general setting of vector bundles with a chosen reduction of the structure group. In the next section we give a uniform definition of G-oriented cohomology theories and prove some basic properties. In Section 4 we show that an SL-oriented cohomology theory admits Thom isomorphisms for vector SL c -bundles. In Section 5 we construct a normalized SL c and SL-orientations on a commutative ring spectrum provided that A 0,0 (−) is a sheaf and show that such orientations are unique. In the next section we recall some well-known facts on the Hopf map and related elements. Then in the last section we show that the Euler class of a vector SL-bundle admitting an odd rank vector subbundle is annihilated by η and derive consequences on the Pontryagin classes.
Throughout the paper we employ the following assumptions and notations. S a quasi-compact separated scheme Sm S the category of smooth schemes over S SH(S) the motivic stable homotopy category over S [MV99, Voe98] A * , * (−) the cohomology theory represented by A ∈ SH(S), with the multiplicative structure given by [An17, Section 3]
the Thom space of a vector bundle E 1 X the trivialized line bundle over X ∈ Sm S 2. Vector bundles with additional structure Definition 2.1. A rank 2n symplectic bundle (or vector Sp-bundle) over X ∈ Sm S is a pair E = (E, φ) with E being a rank 2n vector bundle over X and φ being a symplectic form on E. An isomorphism of symplectic bundles θ : (E, φ)
commutes, where the vertical isomorphisms are given by the symplectic forms. The sum of symplectic bundles is induced by the direct sum of vector bundles together with the orthogonal sum of symplectic forms,
For a vector bundle E over X ∈ Sm S the associated hyperbolic symplectic bundle (or hyperbolization of E) is the symplectic bundle
The trivialized rank 2n symplectic bundle over X ∈ Sm S is
A trivial rank 2n symplectic bundle over X ∈ Sm S is a rank 2n symplectic bundle over X ∈ Sm S isomorphic to the trivialized rank 2n symplectic bundle 1
Sp,2n X . Definition 2.2. A rank n special linear vector bundle (or vector SL-bundle) over X ∈ Sm S is a pair E = (E, λ) with E being a rank n vector bundle over X and λ : det E ≃ − → 1 X being an isomorphism of line bundles. An isomorphism of vector SL-bundles θ : (E, λ)
The sum of special linear vector bundles is induced by the direct sum of vector bundles together with the canonical isomorphisms det(E ⊕ E ′ ) ∼ = det E ⊗ det E ′ and 1 X ⊗ 1 X ∼ = 1 X which we omit from the notation,
The trivialized rank n vector SL-bundle over X ∈ Sm S is 1 SL,n X = (1 X , id) ⊕n . A trivial rank n vector SL-bundle over X ∈ Sm S is a rank n vector SL-bundle over X ∈ Sm S isomorphic to the trivialized rank n vector SL-bundle. Definition 2.3. A rank n vector SL c -bundle over X ∈ Sm S is a triple E = (E, L, λ) with E being a rank n vector bundle over X, L being a line bundle over X and
consisting of an isomorphism of vector bundles and an isomorphism of line bundles such that the following diagram commutes.
⊗2
We will usually abuse the notation omitting the underline and denoting the isomorphism θ : E ≃ − → E ′ by θ itself. The sum of vector SL c -bundles is induced by the direct sum of vector bundles together with the canonical isomorphisms
which we omit from the notation,
The trivialized rank n vector SL c -bundle over X ∈ Sm S is 1
X being the canonical isomorphism. A trivial rank n vector SL cbundle over X ∈ Sm S is a rank n vector SL c -bundle over X ∈ Sm S isomorphic to the trivialized rank n vector SL c -bundle.
Definition 2.4. Following the above notation we sometimes refer to rank n vector bundles over X ∈ Sm S as rank n vector GL-bundles. The trivialized rank n vector GL-bundle over X ∈ Sm S is 1
A trivial rank n vector GL-bundle over X ∈ Sm S is a vector bundle isomorphic to 1 ⊕n X . Definition 2.5. The hyperbolization construction from Definition 2.1 gives rise to a morphism of groupoids {vector bundles over X} H − → {symplectic bundles over X}.
Let (E, φ) be a symplectic bundle over X ∈ Sm S . The Pfaffian of φ induces an isomorphism of line bundles λ φ : det E ≃ − → 1 X giving rise to the associated SLbundle (E, λ φ ). This rule can be promoted in a canonical way to a morphism of groupoids {symplectic bundles over X} Φ − → {vector SL-bundles over X}.
Let (E, λ) be a vector SL-bundle over X ∈ Sm S . The canonical isomorphism θ :
. This rule can be promoted in a canonical way to a morphism of groupoids {vector SL-bundles over X}
Let (E, L, λ) be a vector SL c -bundle over X ∈ Sm S . Forgetting about the additional structure (L, λ) we obtain a morphism of groupoids {vector SL c -bundles over X} Θ − → {vector bundles over X}.
Lemma 2.6. In the notation of Definition 2.5 there are canonical isomorphisms
Lemma 2.7. Let G = Sp, SL or SL c . For a rank n vector G-bundle E over X ∈ Sm S and a point x ∈ X there exists a Zariski open subset U ⊆ X such that x ∈ U and the restriction E| U is a trivial rank n vector G-bundle.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that over a local ring every vector G-bundle is trivial. Let W = Spec R be the spectrum of a local ring. Recall that every vector bundle (without additional structure) over W is trivial. G = Sp: we need to show that for a rank n = 2m symplectic form φ over R there exists an isomorphism of symplectic bundles (1
⊕m . This follows from the well-known fact that for a local ring all symplectic forms of the same rank are equivalent. G = SL: we need to show that for a vector SL-bundle (1 ⊕n W , λ) there exists an isomorphism of vector SL-bundles f : (1
One may take f : 1
we need to show that for a vector SL c -bundle (1
Remark 2.8. Let SL c n be the kernel of the homomorphism 
while the morphisms H, Φ, Ψ and Θ from Definition 2.5 correspond to the canonical homomorphisms
Remark 2.9. Let G be a Zariski sheaf of groups on Sm S and ρ : G → GL n be a homomorphism. Following Remark 2.8 one can define the notion of a vector bundle with the structure group reduced to G or a vector G-bundle as a triple (E, P, ψ) where
The case of G = St n the Steinberg group seems to be of particular interest since, as the author learned from F. Morel and A. Sawant, St n is closely related to the universal A 1 -covering group of SL n whence the notion of a vector bundle with the structure group reduced to St n may be related to the notion of Spin structure from classical topology.
Orientations and twisted cohomology
From now on we assume G = GL, Sp, SL or SL c .
Definition 3.1. Let A ∈ SH(S) be a spectrum and E be a rank n vector bundle over X ∈ Sm S . Denote A * , * (−; E) the presheaf on the slice category Sm S /X (i.e. the category of morphisms of S-schemes Y p − → X with Y ∈ Sm S ) given by
We refer to this presheaf as A-cohomology groups twisted by E. For a rank n vector G-bundle E we abuse the notation writing A * , * (−; E) for A * , * (−; E) with E being the vector bundle obtained from E forgetting the additional structure.
Remark 3.2. For A ∈ SH(S) and X ∈ Sm S the suspension isomorphism
of presheaves on Sm S induces an isomorphism A normalized G-orientation of a commutative ring spectrum A ∈ SH(S) is a rule which assigns to each rank n vector G-bundle E over X ∈ Sm S an element
with the following properties:
(1) For an isomorphism θ : E ≃ − → E ′ of vector G-bundles over X ∈ Sm S one has
where
(2) For a morphism f : Y → X of smooth S-schemes and a vector G-bundle E over X one has
is the pullback induced by the morphism of total spaces f * E → E. (3) For vector G-bundles E and E ′ over X ∈ Sm S one has
where q 1 , q 2 are the projections from E ⊕ E ′ to its factors. (4) G = GL, SL or SL c :
We refer to the classes th(E) as Thom classes. A commutative ring spectrum A with a chosen normalized G-orientation is called a G-oriented spectrum.
Lemma 3.4. Let A ∈ SH(S) be a commutative ring spectrum. Then normalized orientations of A for different structure groups induce each other as follows.
Proof. We will show that an SL c -oriented spectrum A has a canonical normalized SL-orientation, the other cases are similar. Let E be an SL-bundle over X ∈ Sm S and put th(E) = th(Ψ(E)) for the associated SL c -bundle Ψ(E) (see Definition 2.5). Properties 1 and 2 of Definition 3.3 follow from the functoriality of Ψ, properties 3 and 4 follow from Lemma 2.6.
Lemma 3.5. Let A ∈ SH(S) be a G-oriented spectrum and X ∈ Sm S . Then
for the projection p : X → S.
Definition 3.6. Let A ∈ SH(S) be a commutative ring spectrum and E be a rank n vector G-bundle over X ∈ Sm S . We say that th ∈ A 0,0 (X; Lemma 3.7. Let A ∈ SH(S) be a commutative ring spectrum, E be a rank n vector G-bundle over X ∈ Sm S and th ∈ A 0,0 (X; E) be locally G-standard. Then for every morphism of smooth S-schemes p : 
Lemma 3.8. Let A ∈ SH(S) be a commutative ring spectrum and E be a rank n vector G-bundle over X ∈ Sm S . Suppose that th ∈ A 0,0 (X; E) is locally G-standard.
is an isomorphism of presheaves on the slice category Sm S /X.
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.7 it is sufficient to check that
is an isomorphism. The proof follows via a standard Mayer-Vietoris argument. 
The elements th| V , th| W and th| V ∩W are locally G-standard for the covers
respectively whence the second and the third vertical homomorphisms are isomorphisms by the inductive assumption. It follows from the five lemma that the first vertical homomorphism is an isomorphism as well.
Corollary 3.9. Let A ∈ SH(S) be a G-oriented spectrum. Then for a rank n vector G-bundle E over X ∈ Sm S the homomorphism
Proof. Applying Lemma 2.7 we may choose a covering X = m i=1 U i such that E| Ui is trivial for every i. Lemma 3.5 combined with the properties 1 and 2 of Definition 3.3 yields that th(E) ∈ A 0,0 (X; E) is locally G-standard for the chosen cover and for every choice of trivializations θ i :
Ui . The claim follows by Lemma 3.8. is an isomorphism. Corollary 3.9 yields that a normalized G-orientation is a G-orientation in the above sense. On the other hand, a G-orientation with Thom classes th(E) gives rise to a normalized G-orientation as follows.
i.e. that α is an invertible element of A 0,0 (S). Put th(E) = α −n ∪ th(E) for a rank n vector G-bundle E. This rule defines a normalized G-orientation.
T th(1 G,2 S ) ∈ A 0,0 (S). As above, property (4 ′ ) yields that α is invertible in A 0,0 (S). Put th(E) = α −n ∪ th(E) for a rank 2n symplectic bundle E. This rule defines a normalized symplectic orientation.
SL
c Thom isomorphisms for SL-oriented cohomology . Let E be a vector bundle over X ∈ Sm S and L be a line bundle over X. Then there exists a functorial in X isomorphism
in the motivic unstable homotopy category H • (S).
o be the complements to the zero sections of the respective bundles. The Thom spaces T h(E ⊕ L) and T h(E ⊕ L ∨ ) can be realized as the total cofibers of the following diagrams.
Here all the morphisms are the projections. There exists a unique isomorphism of
o that on the fibers takes a vector v to the functional f such that f (v) = 1. This isomorphism gives rise to a morphism of the above diagrams inducing the isomorphism ρ on the total cofibers. Theorem 4.2. Let A ∈ SH(S) be an SL-oriented spectrum and E = (E, L, λ) be a rank n vector SL c -bundle over X ∈ Sm S . Then there exists an isomorphism
of presheaves on the slice category Sm S /X.
Proof. The isomorphism A * , * (X)
≃ − → A * , * (X; E) is given by the following chain of isomorphisms:
−→ A * , * (X; E).
Here
• φ 1 = − ∪ th( E) is given by the cup-product with the Thom class for the rank n + 2 vector SL-
A is the pullback along the isomorphism
given by Lemma 4.1.
2 is the inverse to the isomorphism
given by the cup-product with the Thom class for the rank 2 vector SL-
It is clear that the construction is functorial in X whence the claim.
Orienting
Lemma 5.1. Let A ∈ SH(S) be a commutative ring spectrum and suppose that A 0,0 (−) is a sheaf in the Zariski topology. Then A admits at most one normalized G-orientation.
Proof. Suppose that A admits normalized G-orientations with Thom classes th(E) and th(E). Corollary 3.9 yields that for a rank n vector G-bundle E over X ∈ Sm S the homomorphism − ∪ th(E) :
is an isomorphism of presheaves on the slice category Sm S /X whence A 0,0 (−; E) is a sheaf on the small Zariski site of X. Apply Lemma 2.7 and choose a cover X = Lemma 5.2. Let E be a rank n vector SL c -bundle over X ∈ Sm S , let A ∈ SH(S) be a commutative ring spectrum and suppose that A 0,0 (−) restricts to a sheaf on the small Zariski site of X. Then there exists at most one locally SL c -standard element in A 0,0 (X; E).
Proof. Let th, th ∈ A 0,0 (X; E) be locally SL c -standard elements. Lemma 3.8 yields that − ∪ th :
is an isomorphism of presheaves on the slice category Sm S /X. Then A 0,0 (−; E) restricts to a sheaf on the small Zariski site of X.
Choose the covers and trivializations from Definition 3.6 for th and th. Intersecting the elements of the covers and restricting trivializations we may choose a Zariski open cover X = m i=1 U i and trivializations θ i , θ i : Moreover, multiplication by a perfect square on the Thom space of a trivial line bundle is also homotopy equivalent to the identity morphism, see, for example, [An16b, Lemma 5] (the standing assumption of the loc. cit. that the base scheme S is the spectrum of a field is not used in the proof of the lemma). Hence
Then th and th coincide locally and since we have already shown that A 0,0 (−; E) is a sheaf this yields th = th.
Theorem 5.3. Let A ∈ SH(S) be a commutative ring spectrum and suppose that A 0,0 (−) is a sheaf in the Zariski topology. Then A admits a unique normalized SL c -orientation.
Proof. The proof goes in two steps: first we show that for every rank n vector SL c -bundle E there exists a locally SL c -standard element th(E) ∈ A 0,0 (X; E) and then we apply the uniqueness of such elements given by Lemma 5.2 in order to show that they satisfy the properties of Definition 3.3.
Let E be a rank n vector SL c -bundle over X ∈ Sm S . Applying Lemma 2.7 choose a Zariski open cover X = m i=1 U i and isomorphisms of vector SL c -bundles
. For every i put
.
We will inductively construct locally SL c -standard elements th ≤j ∈ A 0,0 (U ≤j ; E). Put th ≤1 = th 1 . In order to construct th ≤j consider the following fragment of the Mayer-Vietoris long exact sequence.
Lemma 3.7 yields that both the elements
are locally SL c -standard whence Lemma 5.2 yields
It follows from the above Mayer-Vietoris long exact sequence that there exists some
such that th ≤j | U ≤j−1 = th ≤j−1 and th ≤j | Uj = th j . This element is clearly locally SL c -standard for the open cover U ≤j = j i=1 U i and isomorphisms of vector SL c -
Note that th(E) does not depend on the choices made above, i.e. on the choice of an open cover X = m i=1 U i and isomorphisms θ i , since th(E) is locally SL c -standard by construction whence unique by Lemma 5.2. Now we are going to check that the properties of Definition 3.3 hold for the constructed elements th(E). Each time it is sufficient to check that the element at right-hand side of the corresponding equality is locally SL c -standard and then apply Lemma 5.2.
(1) For the property 1 choose a Zariski open cover X = m i=1 U i and isomorphisms of vector SL c -bundles 
whence q (1) A is the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum for a homotopy module [Mor04, Section 5.2], i.e. A belongs to the heart of the homotopy t-structure on the category SH(k). 6. Interlude on the Hopf element and the connecting homomorphism Definition 6.1 ([An16a, Definition 3.6]). Let A ∈ SH(S) be a commutative ring spectrum and u ∈ Γ(X, O * X ) be an invertible regular function on X ∈ Sm S . Put
for the morphism f u :
Lemma 6.2. Let u, v ∈ Γ(X, O * X ) be invertible regular functions on X ∈ Sm S . Then for a commutative ring spectrum A ∈ SH(S) one has
Proof. The same proof as in [An16b, Lemma 5] yields that
T X + ∧ T whence the claim. Note that the assumption S = Spec k of [An16b] is not needed for the proof, one applies literally the same reasoning over a general base. ] for the precise formula defining η out of H that we are going to use in the current paper. For a commutative ring spectrum A ∈ SH(S) we abuse the notation and denote by the same letter the associated Hopf element η ∈ A −1,−1 (S).
Lemma 6.4. Let X ∈ Sm S and t ∈ Γ(X × G m , O * X×Gm ) be the invertible function on X × G m given by the coordinate function on G m . Then for a commutative ring spectrum A ∈ SH(S) one has ∂ −t = Σ T η where ∂ is the connecting homomorphism in the localization long exact sequence
Proof. Lemma 6.2 yields that −t = −t −1 Then the claim follows from [An16a, Theorem 3.8]. Note that the assumption S = Spec k of [An16a] is not needed for the proof, one applies literally the same reasoning over a general base. 
Characteristic classes and Hopf element
Definition 7.1. Let A ∈ SH(S) be a G-oriented spectrum and E be a rank n vector G-bundle over X ∈ Sm S . Put
for the pullback
along the morphism z : X → T h(E) induced by the zero section of the bundle E. We refer to e(E) as the Euler class of E.
Lemma 7.2. Let A ∈ SH(S) be a G-oriented spectrum. Then (1) e(E) = e(E ′ ) for isomorphic vector G-bundles E and E ′ . (2) f A e(E) = e(f * E) for a morphism of smooth S-schemes f : Y → X and a vector G-bundle E over X. (3) e(E ⊕ E ′ ) = e(E) ∪ e(E ′ ) for vector G-bundles E and E ′ over X ∈ Sm S .
Proof. Straightforward from the properties stated in Definition 3.3.
Lemma 7.3. Let A ∈ SH(S) be an SL-oriented spectrum and (E, λ) be a rank n vector SL-bundle over X ∈ Sm S . Then for u ∈ Γ(X, O * X ) one has th(E, u · λ) = u ∪ th(E, λ) ∈ A 0,0 (X; E).
Proof. Property 3 of Definition 3.3 yields
It follows from Lemma 3.5 that th(1 X , id) = Σ T 1 whence
T th(1 X , u · id) = th(E, λ) ∪ u . Theorem 7.4 (cf. [Lev17, Proposition 7.2]). Let A ∈ SH(S) be an SL-oriented spectrum and E = (E, λ) be a vector SL-bundle over X ∈ Sm S . Suppose that there exists an isomorphism of vector bundles E ∼ = E 1 ⊕ E 2 with E 1 being of odd rank. Then η ∪ e(E) = 0.
Proof. Choose an isomorphism θ : E 1 ⊕ E 2 ≃ − → E and put 2n + 1 = rank E 1 . Let π : X ×G m → X be the projection and denote t ∈ Γ(X ×G m , O * X×Gm ) the invertible function on X × G m given by the coordinate function on G m . Consider the automorphism ρ : π * E 1 → π * E 1 induced by the multiplication by −t, i.e. ρ(v) = −tv on the sections. Then ρ gives rise to an isomorphism of vector SL-bundles
whence property 1 of Definition 3.3 yields
Then it follows from Lemma 7.3 that
Passing to the Euler classes and applying Lemma 6.2 we obtain
Let ∂ be the connecting homomorphism in the localization long exact sequence
Then for every α ∈ A * , * (X) one has ∂(π A α) = 0. Lemma 6.4 combined with the above yields 0 = ∂(π A e(E, λ)) = ∂( −t ∪ π A e(E, λ)) = ∂( −t ) ∪ e(E, λ) = η ∪ e(E, λ).
Remark 7.5. Theorem 7.4 improves [An15, Corollary 2] where it was proved that for a vector SL-bundle of odd rank one has e(E) = 0 after inverting η.
Definition 7.6 ([PW10a, Definition 14.1]). Let A ∈ SH(S) be a commutative ring spectrum. A theory of Borel classes on A is a rule which assigns to every symplectic bundle E over X ∈ Sm S a sequence of elements
(1) For isomorphic symplectic bundles E ∼ = E ′ one has b i (E) = b i (E ′ ) for all i. • T is the tautological rank 2 symplectic bundle over HP 1 .
• π 1 : HP 1 × S X → HP 1 , π 2 : HP 1 × S X → X are the projections. (4) For the trivialized rank 2 symplectic bundle H(1 S ) = 1 Sp,2 S over S one has b 1 (H(1 S )) = 0 ∈ A 4,2 (S). (5) For a rank 2n symplectic bundle E one has b i (E) = 0 for i > n. (6) For symplectic bundles E, E ′ over X one has b t (E)b t (E ′ ) = b t (E ⊕ E ′ ), where b t (E) = 1 + b 1 (E)t + b 2 (E)t 2 + · · · ∈ A * , * (X)[t].
We refer to b i (E) as Borel classes of E and b t (E) is the total Borel class. It follows from [PW10a, Theorem 14.4] that a symplectically oriented spectrum A ∈ SH(S) admits a unique theory of Borel classes such that b n (E) = e(E) for every rank 2n symplectic bundle E over X ∈ Sm S . Moreover, Lemma 3.4 yields that an SL-oriented spectrum is symplectically oriented in a canonical way. Thus every SL-oriented spectrum admits a canonical theory of Borel classes such that for every rank 2n symplectic bundle E one has b n (E) = e(Φ(E)) with Φ(E) being the associated rank 2n vector SL-bundle (see Definition 2.2). . Let A ∈ SH(S) be a commutative ring spectrum with a chosen Borel classes theory (e.g. a symplectically or SL-oriented spectrum). For a rank n vector bundle E over X ∈ Sm S put p i (E) = (−1) i b 2i (H(E)) ∈ A 8i,4i (X), i = 1, 2, . . . , for the associated rank 2n hyperbolic symplectic bundle H(E). We refer to p i (E) as Pontryagin classes of E and p t (E) = 1 + p 1 (E)t + p 2 (E)t 2 + · · · ∈ A * , * (X) [t] is the total Pontryagin class.
Lemma 7.8. Let A ∈ SH(S) be an SL-oriented spectrum and E be a rank 2n + 1 vector bundle over X ∈ Sm S . Then η ∪ b 2n+1 (H(E)) = 0.
Proof. Let Ψ(H(E)) = (E ⊕ E ∨ , λ) be the rank 4n + 2 vector SL-bundle associated with H(E) (see Definition 2.2). Then one has b 2n+1 (H(E)) = e(E ⊕ E ∨ , λ).
It follows from Theorem 7.4 that η ∪ e(E ⊕ E ∨ , λ) = 0.
Corollary 7.9. Suppose that S = Spec k for a field k of characteristic different from 2. Let A ∈ SH(k) be an SL-oriented spectrum. Then the following holds after inverting η in the coefficients, i.e. in A * , * (X)[η −1 ].
(1) b 2i+1 (H(E)) = 0, i ≥ 0, for a vector bundle E over X ∈ Sm k .
(2) p t (E ⊕ E ′ ) = p t (E)p t (E ′ ) for vector bundles E, E ′ over X ∈ Sm k . (3) p i (E) = 0 for a rank n vector bundle E over X ∈ Sm k and i > n 2 .
